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Chapter 3
Optimizing Stock Levels in
Rental Systems with a
Support Depot
Abstract. Various rental systems in practice such as public libraries and tool rental
companies have a support depot for carrying out shipments in response to stock-outs
at rental locations. The support depot also facilitates low-cost storage of rental prod-
ucts. We optimize the base stock levels for the support depot and rental locations in
the common situation of partial backordering, i.e., a limited number of demands can
be backordered and additional demand is lost. We derive analytical bounds on the
optimal base stock levels by decomposing the system into single rental locations with
a single support depot. An accurate approximation using queueing models is provided
to determine costs of given base stock levels. The bounds and approximation give rise
to an efficient greedy heuristic for obtaining near-optimal base stock levels with costs
deviating less than 0.2% from the optimal costs on average. Numerical experiments
indicate that, compared to a system with independently operating rental locations, a
support depot has most added value for rental systems with low demand rates, low
shipment costs, and a high number of rental locations. The support depot provides
Reference: Van der Heide, G., Roodbergen, K.J., & Van Foreest, N.D. (2015), Optimizing stock
levels for rental systems with a support warehouse and partial backordering. Submitted.
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a substantial pooling effect in addition to a substantial reduction in holding costs,
especially with low demand rates. In a sensitivity analysis, the optimal base stock
levels are shown to gradually shift from predominantly stock at the rental locations to
predominantly stock at the support depot when demand decreases.
3.1 Introduction
In rental systems with multiple rental locations, rental products are sometimes stored
in a support depot and shipped on demand. This happens especially in the final
stages of the life cycle of the product and other situations with low demand at rental
locations. For example, newly released books are at first offered from all libraries in
a public library system. Later in the life cycle, demand for these books has decreased
and they are no longer offered locally, but shipped instead from a low-cost support
depot. A similar situation is faced by tool sharing companies, e.g. large crane com-
panies, which store expensive and infrequently used tools in a support depot and ship
these tools when they are required at a rental location. It is relevant to find out how
to divide the stock between the rental locations and the support depot.
In this chapter we consider a rental system with several rental locations and a
support depot dedicated to storage and shipments. The support depot has lower
holding costs than the rental locations. The rental locations and the support depot
set base stock levels that specify the number of rental items. Rental locations face
Poisson demand and serve this demand from local stock. In out-of-stock situations the
demand is fulfilled by carrying out shipments from the support depot. If the support
depot is also out of stock, demand is backordered up to a specified level and lost
otherwise, i.e., there is partial backordering. This partial backordering is a common
and important feature inherent to rental systems. Since the number of rental items in
the system is limited, rental locations tend to set a limit on the number of backorders.
For example, public library systems typically allow one or two backorders per book
title per library and reject any additional book requests. Compared to complete
backordering, this partial backordering reduces administrative inconvenience, leads
to shorter customer waiting times, and increases availability of rental stock for new
customers.
Our contribution is as follows. For the above rental system with shipments and
partial backordering we develop methods for determining optimal and near-optimal
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base stock levels. We first derive analytical bounds on the optimal base stock levels
by considering the decomposed problem with a single rental location and a single
support depot. Secondly, we provide an approximation to determine costs of given
base stock levels. Using the bounds and the approximation, we subsequently formulate
a heuristic that yields near-optimal base stock levels. In numerical experiments we
show the added value of introducing a support depot with low holding costs in rental
systems and we show how to adapt base stock levels to changes in demand parameters.
Recently, support (or: quick-response) depots have received attention in spare
parts inventory control (Axsa¨ter et al., 2013; Van Wijk et al., 2013). In fact, a close
connection exists between rental systems and spare parts systems with one-for-one
base stock control. The number of rental items corresponds to the base stock level, and
rental durations of renting customers are equivalent to the replenishment/repair lead
times of an outside supplier. However, the systems are not completely equivalent. As
pointed out, partial backordering is common in many rental systems. Due to service
arrangements with clients, spare parts providers typically have complete backordering
or deal with stock-outs using high-cost external suppliers. The model in this chapter
focuses on the situation of rental systems, but the special case without backordering
also applies to spare parts service providers.
We now identify relevant literature and discuss the differences with our work. The
two most related contributions are Van Wijk et al. (2013) and Kranenburg & Van
Houtum (2009) who both consider shipments of spare parts from support depots in
response to stock-outs. Both articles focus on a situation with Poisson demand and
one-for-one replenishments. Unmet demand is solved by shipments from a high-cost
external supplier, i.e., there is no backordering. Van Wijk et al. (2013) use Markov
decision processes to optimize the policy of a single support depot for accepting ship-
ment requests. Conditions are provided under which shipment is always optimal and
several heuristic policies are tested against the optimal policy. The main difference
with our work is that the authors optimize operational decisions for given base stock
levels, whereas we focus on the tactical decision of optimizing the base stock levels for
given operational decisions. Kranenburg & Van Houtum (2009) focus on optimizing
base stock levels in a more general system with partial pooling, where shipments are
possible from multiple depots instead of a single one. The authors obtain near-optimal
base stock levels by combining an accurate approximation with a greedy heuristic. We
modify their approximation to tackle the case with partial backordering and we exploit
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low holding costs at the support depot to derive effective heuristics.
Models with shipments from a support depot can be regarded as lateral transship-
ment models with a specific lateral transshipment structure. For a comprehensive
review on lateral transshipment see Paterson et al. (2011). For a periodic review
model with base stock control and complete backordering, Wee & Dada (2005) iden-
tify conditions on cost parameters for which various lateral transshipment structures
are optimal, including the structure considered here with lateral transshipments from
a support depot only. The authors also provide a threshold result for a setting with
a single retailer that faces lower holding costs than the support depot. We derive a
similar threshold result for a continuous review setting with partial backordering.
A related model is the two-echelon distribution system from Basten & Van Houtum
(2013). Rental locations are resupplied with stock from a central depot, but there are
no shipments in response to demand. The authors consider base stock control with
Poisson demand and complete backordering. The steady-state costs of their model
can be evaluated exactly for given base stock levels, but the search for the optimal
base stock levels is exhaustive. The authors provide new properties of the total cost
function and formulate a smart enumeration procedure and a heuristic to obtain near-
optimal base stock levels. Rong et al. (2014) decompose a multi-echelon distribution
system into serial systems. Base stock levels are determined for all depots in the
decomposed serial systems, and then aggregated for the multi-echelon system using
a backorder matching procedure. We also apply a certain serial decomposition by
solving a decomposed problem with a single rental location and single support depot
and using the solution to bound optimal stock levels of the complete system.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In §3.2 we introduce the
model for the rental system and provide an exact formulation for its steady-state costs
using Markov chains. In §3.3 we derive structure results for the optimal base stock
policy for decomposed problems with a single rental location and a single support
depot and provide bounds for the general problem. In §3.4 we give an approximation
for the costs of a given base stock policy, and in §3.5 we formulate a greedy procedure
to optimize base stock levels and prove the procedure leads to optimal approximate
base stock levels. In §3.6 various numerical experiments are carried out to evaluate
the quality of the approximate formulation and the added value of a support depot
in rental systems. We also investigate the sensitivity of optimal base stock levels to
decreases in the demand parameters. Finally, §3.7 concludes.
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3.2 Model and Assumptions
In this section, we present the model and assumptions for rental systems with several
rental locations (RL) and shipments from a support depot (SD). Several assumptions
and notation are similar to those of Basten & Van Houtum (2013) and Kranenburg
& Van Houtum (2009); we include them to provide a complete model description.
• We consider a single item rental system with one support depot and n rental
locations. The SD is indexed by i = 0 and the n RLs are indexed by i = 1, . . . , n.
The system is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The arrows denote the possible
shipments from the SD in case of stock-outs at the RLs.
0
zz   &&
1 2 3 · · · n
Figure 3.1: A rental system with a support depot, indexed by 0, and n rental locations.
• Demand at RL i, i = 1, . . . , n arrives according to a stationary independent
Poisson process with rate λi. The SD faces no demand.
• In case of a stock-out at an RL, the SD immediately carries out a shipment to
meet the demand if stock is available at the SD. The lead time for shipments is
zero. Typically, shipments take place on the same day as the demand, which is
negligible compared to the rental period which may be several days or weeks.
This assumption is especially appropriate for the increasingly common situation
with online ordering of rental products. The time window between placing and
picking up the customer order can be used to carry out shipments, so from a
customer perspective the lead time is essentially zero.
• When the SD is out of stock, up to β demands per RL can be backordered. Any
additional demand is lost. We assume β ≥ 0 and finite. As indicated in the
introduction, this partial backordering is common in public library systems as
well as other rental systems.
• Each item from the SD and RLs used for fulfilling demand is rented for a certain
rental time and returned afterwards. We assume that items originating from
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the SD are returned to the SD after the rental period, because the SD has the
ownership of the shipped item. The distribution for the rental time is assumed to
be identical for all locations since the rental time is typically product dependent
and not location dependent. The rental times are assumed exponential with
mean µ−1. This choice has the following motivation. Alfredsson & Verrijdt
(1999) show for closely related two-echelon systems with base stock control and
transshipments that system performance is quite insensitive to the choice of lead
time distribution. Kranenburg & Van Houtum (2009) show that the β = 0 case
is approximated well with insensitive M/G/s/s queues. The rental system we
consider has much overlap with the systems in the aforementioned references,
hence we expect a similar insensitivity.
• Since rented items of a location return on a one-for-one basis, this is equivalent
to having a continuous review one-for-one base stock policy with base stock
levels Si, i = 0, . . . , n with a maximum of Si orders per location (clearly, it is
impossible to rent more than Si items). The base stock policy for the system is
given by the vector of base stock levels S = (S0, S1, . . . , Sn). In addition to the
differences between rental and spare parts systems discussed in the introduction,
this maximum of Si orders per location can be another essential difference. In
case of repairable spare parts, the number of orders per location may be limited
in the same way as in rental systems. In case of consumable spare parts, the
number of orders may exceed the base stock level if there are backorders, because
a new order is placed after every demand. Since the above systems are equivalent
in case β = 0, our results for this special case may apply to spare parts systems.
This β = 0 case is similar to Kranenburg & Van Houtum (2009).
• Backorders at an RL can either be met by a returned item at that RL or by
a shipment if an item returns at the SD. In case there are multiple RLs with
backorders, the item returned at the SD is assumed to be shipped randomly to
one of these RLs, with a probability equal to the RL’s relative share of the total
number of backorders in the system. Then each customer with a backorder has
an equal probability of receiving a shipment.
• The SD has holding costs h0 > 0 per unit time and the RLs have identical
holding costs hi ≡ h > 0. As the SD is dedicated to storage, it is assumed that
h0 ≤ h. The shipment cost is c > 0 per shipped demand. The shipment cost
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is identical for all RLs and includes the cost of returning the item to the SD
after renting. There is a one-time backorder cost b > 0 for each backordered
demand and lost demand cost ` > 0 for each lost demand. In most practical
settings, we see that ` ≥ b because customers typically face more dissatisfaction
from a lost demand than from a backorder. For our rental system we make the
stronger assumption that ` ≥ b+ c, so that meeting backorders by shipments is
preferred to losing demand. In addition, we assume b ≥ c so that shipments are
worthwhile. These assumptions on the cost parameters are reasonable because
these cost incentives are the main motivation to consider shipments from an SD
in the first place.
3.2.1 Exact Formulation Using Markov Chains
We model the inventory system as a continuous time Markov chain and derive the
stationary distribution and steady-state costs for a given set of base stock levels
S = (S0, . . . , Sn).
Let xi be the current number of items on-hand or backordered at location i, i =
0, . . . , n. Then a state x is represented by
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xn),
with
x0 ∈ {0, . . . , S0} and xi ∈ {−β, . . . , Si} for i = 1, . . . , n.
Since the SD always ships when an RL has backorders, states x with simultaneously
x0 > 0 and −β ≤ xi < 0 for some i cannot occur.
Define ei as the vector with a 1 at index i and 0 at all other indices, which will be
used for updating the state variable. For example, if in state x an item returns at RL
i, the new state becomes x + ei. Let 1{A} be shorthand notation for the indicator
function defined as
1A(x) =
1 if x ∈ A,0 if x /∈ A,
and let x+i = max{xi, 0} and x−i = max{−xi, 0} be the positive and negative part
function.
Three different types of events exist: an item is demanded at one of the RLs, an
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item returns at one of the RLs, and an item returns at the SD. We give the state
transitions and transition rates for each of these events. Demand at RL i occurs at
rate λi. If RL i has on-hand stock xi > 0, the demand is fulfilled and the new state is
x− ei. If RL i has no stock while the SD has stock, i.e., xi = 0 and x0 > 0, then the
demand is shipped from the SD, resulting in state x − e0. If both RL i and the SD
are out of stock while RL i is not at its maximum backorder level, i.e., −β < xi ≤ 0
and x0 = 0, then the demand is backordered, giving state x − ei. If the RL is at
its maximum backorder level xi = −β, the demand is lost, hence no transition takes
place. The transition rates q for demand at RL i, i = 1, . . . , n are thus
q(x, x− ei) = λi1{xi > 0}+ λi1{x0 = 0,−β < xi ≤ 0}, (3.1)
and for the SD
q(x, x− e0) =
n∑
i=1
λi1{x0 > 0, xi = 0}. (3.2)
Items return at RL i with rate µ(Si−xi) if xi ≥ 0 and with rate µSi if xi < 0. The
returned item is added to the on-hand stock or used to fulfill backorders, hence the
new state becomes x+ ei. Items return to the SD with rate µ(S0 − x0). The specific
transition depends on the backorders in the system. When no RL has a backorder,
the returned item is added to the SD’s on-hand stock, giving state x + e0. When at
least one RL has a backorder, the returned item is shipped to RL i with a probability







If RL i is selected the new state is x+ei. In summary, the transition rates for returns
are given by
q(x, x+ ei) =µ(Si − xi)1{xi ≥ 0}+ µSi1{xi < 0}+ µS0ri(x)1{xi < 0},
q(x, x+ e0) =µ(S0 − x0)1{xi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n}.
(3.3)
3.2.2 Steady-state Costs
For the computation of the average costs we need the steady-state probabilities pi(x)
for each state x. It is infeasible to find a closed form expression for pi, but numerically
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it is easy. Let Q be the generator matrix of the Markov chain corresponding to base
stock policy S. The steady-state distribution can be obtained by solving piQ = 0 (see,
e.g., Bolch et al., 2006, p. 96).
The steady-state costs follow using the PASTA property. In each state with x0 > 0
and xi = 0 shipment costs c are incurred at rate λi. Moreover, in each state with
x0 = 0 and some −β ≤ xi < 0, shipments are carried out with rate S0µ if an item












With holding costs hi per time unit, the steady-state holding costs for location i,





With cost b per backorder and ` per lost demand, the total backorder costs for RL i,




pi(x)1{x0 = 0,−β < xi ≤ 0},





pi(x)1{x0 = 0, xi = −β}.
The costs per time unit for a given inventory level S are given by




h¯i(S) + b¯i(S) + ¯`i(S)
)
.
The above analysis gives the steady-state costs for a given S. The goal of the
analysis is to find the cost-minimizing base stock level S∗, that is,
S∗ = arg min
S
C(S). (3.5)
We will only focus on a cost-minimization objective, however, it straightforward to
derive performance measures for achieved service, which could also be included as
constraint in (3.5). For example, the fraction of demand at RL i fulfilled directly
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In this section we derive several analytical results and upper bounds for the exact
formulation from §2 that aid in optimizing the base stock levels. We will derive
properties of the optimal base stock levels for a problem with a single RL. For the
general case we provide several bounds on the optimal base stock policy S.
Throughout the chapter we will use results from the M/M/s/s loss queue and
M/M/s/K finite queue, for which the stationary distributions are readily available
in Gross et al. (2008, Chapter 2). The following well-known quantities for loss models
are useful for the analysis, see also O¨ner et al. (2009). The blocking probability for
an M/M/Si/Si loss queue with Si servers and ai =
λi



















Moreover, the load carried by the last server is given by
F (Si, ai) = ai
(
B(Si − 1, ai)−B(Si, ai)
)
. (3.9)
For the M/M/Si/Si + β queue we introduce the following notation for various
steady-state probabilities. Letting xi denote the number of available servers, taken
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negative in case of delayed customers, we let
Bβ(Si, ai) = P (xi = −β), (3.10)
W β(Si, ai) = P (−β < xi ≤ 0), (3.11)
Pβ = P (−β ≤ xi < 0), (3.12)
be the probabilities that arriving customers are blocked, are delayed, and see delayed
customers, respectively.
3.3.1 Single Rental Location Problem
In the single RL problem there is a single RL and a single SD. Items can be stored
at either location. On the one hand there is an incentive to store stock at the SD,
because the holding cost h0 ≤ h1. On the other hand there is an incentive to store
stock at the RL, because it reduces costs for shipments. We want to understand
the optimal trade-off between holding costs and shipment costs. To that end the
following question is considered: given S¯ items in total, how to optimally divide these
items between the SD and RL? We will focus on structural properties of the optimal
division.
In order to tackle this problem we now provide several useful properties of the
steady-state distribution for the single RL problem with given base stock levels S0
and S1 and partial backorder level β. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the transition
graph of the Markov chain which may be of assistance in the proofs of the lemmas.
First we consider the steady-state distribution of the aggregate system stock.
Lemma 3.1. Letting S¯ = S0 + S1, the aggregate stock x0 + x1 behaves according to
the finite M/M/S¯/S¯+β queue.
Proof. See the transition rates in Equations (3.1-3.3) and Figure 3.2. The aggregate
stock x0 + x1 decreases by 1 with rate λ1 if x0 + x1 > −β. x0 + x1 increases by 1
with rate µ(S¯ − x0 − x1) if x0 + x1 ≥ 0 and with rate µS¯ if x0 + x1 < 0. These are
exactly the transition rates of an M/M/S¯/S¯ + β queue.
The following holds for the steady-state distribution of the stock x1 at the RL.
Lemma 3.2. The steady-state probability of having on-hand stock x1 ≥ 0 at the RL























































Figure 3.2: Transition graph for the single rental location problem with S0 = 2, S1 =
2, β = 1. The states give the inventory levels (x0, x1) at the SD and RL.
queue scaled by 1− Pβ.
Proof. From Eqs. (3.1-3.3) it is straightforward to see that the aggregate transition
rates between states with x1 ≥ 0 are equal to those of the M/M/S1/S1 Erlang loss
queue. By balance of flow, the relative frequency with which we observe nonnegative
stock levels x1 must be the same as observing x1 available servers in the M/M/S1/S1
queue. From Lemma 3.1 we can infer that the probability of observing x1 < 0 equals
Pβ . The result then follows because the total probability of observing x1 ≥ 0 is
1− Pβ .
Note that due to Lemma 3.1, the probabilities that arriving customers are blocked
or delayed are given by Bβ(S0 + S1, a1) and W
β(S0 + S1, a1) from Eqs. (3.10-3.11).
Analogous to Eq. (3.7), the total carried load of the system is therefore
a1(1−Bβ(S0 + S1, a1)). (3.13)
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3.3.2 Cost Function for the Single Rental Location Problem
Now we will use the stationary probabilities in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to characterize
the steady state costs of the single RL problem for given base stock levels S0 and S1.
The shipment costs are given by
c¯(S0, S1) =cλ1
(




using that Eq. (3.4) can be written as
c¯(S0, S1) = cλ1P (x0 > 0, x1 = 0) + cµS0P (x0 = 0,−β ≤ x1 < 0)
= cλ1 (P (x1 = 0)− P (x0 = 0, x1 = 0)) + cµS0Pβ .
The expression then follows because, by Lemma 3.2, P (x1 = 0) = (1− Pβ)B(S1, a1),
and because
P (x0 = 0, x1 = 0) = P (x0 = 0,−β ≤ x1 ≤ 0)− P (x0 = 0,−β ≤ x1 < 0),
= Bβ(S0 + S1, a1) +W
β(S0 + S1, a1)− Pβ .
The holding costs at the RL are
h¯1(S0, S1) = h1(1− Pβ)(S1 − a1(1−B(S1, a1))), (3.15)
since by Lemma 3.2 and Eq. (3.8), the steady state number of available servers at
the RL is (1− Pβ)(S1 − a1(1−B(S1, a1))). Slightly rewriting gives
h¯1(S0, S1) = h1(S1 − (1− Pβ)a1(1−B(S1, a1))− PβS1),
where the term
(1− Pβ)a1(1−B(S1, a1)) + PβS1. (3.16)
is the carried load of the RL.
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The holding costs at the SD are
h¯0(S0, S1) = h0(S0 −
(




where we used that the carried load of the SD by definition equals the total carried
load in the system, from Eq. (3.13), minus the carried load of the SD, from Eq.
(3.16).
The backorder costs are given by
b¯(S0, S1) = bλ1W
β(S0 + S1, a1). (3.18)
Finally, the lost demand costs are given by
¯`(S0, S1) = `λ1B
β(S0 + S1, a1). (3.19)
and, as before, the total costs are
C(S0, S1) = c¯(S0, S1) + h¯0(S0, S1) + h¯1(S0, S1) + b¯1(S0, S1) + ¯`1(S0, S1). (3.20)
Now, we are interested in some properties of C(S0, S1) that could help in opti-
mizing the base stock levels. We have the following convexity result for the β = 0
case.
Lemma 3.3. C(S0, S1) is convex both in S0 and S1 for β = 0.
Proof. For the case β = 0, we have Pβ = 0, W
β(S0+S1, a1) = 0, andB
β(S0+S1, a1) =
B(S0 + S1, a1). Substituting in these values and rewriting the expression ultimately
gives
C(S0, S1) =h0S0 + h1S1 − h1a1
+ (µ(`− c) + h0) a1B(S0 + S1, a1) + (cµ+ h1 − h0)a1B(S1, a1),
which is easily seen to be convex in both S0 and S1 because B(Si, ai) is convex in Si
(Messerli, 1972) and the other terms involving S0 and S1 are linear.
By plotting C(S0, S1) for various parameter values, we have observed that for
β > 0 the cost function is in general not convex. However, it appears to be quasiconvex
in S0 and S1 provided ` ≥ b + c, as was assumed in §3.2. We have been unable to
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formally prove this quasiconvexity, but it seems intuitive under the assumed cost
structure.
3.3.3 Structure Results for the Optimal Division of Stock for
the Single Rental Location Problem
Now we characterize the optimal division of stock between the RL and SD by studying
the marginal cost of adding one extra item of stock to the system. To determine
whether this item should be added to the RL or the SD, we consider base stock
policies (S0, S1 + 1) and (S0 + 1, S1). We will study the cost difference
∆Cβ(S0, S1) = C(S0, S1 + 1)− C(S0 + 1, S1). (3.21)
We can obtain an explicit expression for ∆Cβ(S0, S1) using the expression for the
costs (3.20).
Lemma 3.4. The cost difference ∆Cβ(S0, S1) between base stock policies (S0, S1 +1)
and (S0 + 1, S1) is given by
∆Cβ(S0, S1) = h1 − h0 − (cµ+ h1 − h0)
(
F (S1 + 1, a1)(1− Pβ) + Pβ
)
= G1(S1)− (cµ+ h1 − h0)Pβ
(





G1(S1) = h1 − h0 − (cµ+ h1 − h0)F (S1 + 1, a1). (3.23)
Proof. Follows from straightforward algebra.
The cost difference in Eq. (3.22) between adding an item to the RL or SD consists
of a fixed and variable component. The fixed component h1 − h0 is the difference in
holding costs for adding an extra item. The variable component gives a difference in
shipment and holding costs depending on the carried load of the extra item. Note that
this expression includes no costs for lost and backordered demand, since these costs
depend only on the total amount of stock and not on the division of stock between
the SD and RL.
Now we further analyze this cost difference by considering limits and the special
case β = 0. Remark if β = 0, then Pβ = 0 and hence (3.22) reduces to G1(S1). For
β > 0 it is easy to see from Eq. (3.22) that ∆Cβ(S0, S1) < G1(S1). Hence, it is
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relatively cheaper to store an item at the RL with partial backordering than with no
backordering. This is due to extra shipment costs for dealing with backorders using
returning items at the SD. Eq. (3.22) has the following limit.
Lemma 3.5. For every S1,
lim
S0→∞
∆Cβ(S0, S1) = G1(S1).
Proof. When S0 goes to infinity, the probability Pβ converges to 0, hence ∆C
β(S0, S1)
has limit G1(S1).
In this limit there are no delayed customers, so evidently the situation with and
without partial backordering will be the same. We will give an important property of
G1(S1) now.
Lemma 3.6. G1(S1) is increasing in S1.
Proof. F (S1 + 1, a1) is decreasing in S1, see, e.g., O¨ner et al. (2009). Since (cµ+h1−
h0) > 0, we conclude that G1(S1) increases in S1.
We apply the above to first determine a threshold on S1 for the β = 0 case, which
we denote S′1,0. Below the threshold it is optimal to store items at the RL; above the
threshold it is optimal to store additional items at the SD.
Theorem 3.1. The single RL base stock level S1 for β = 0 has a threshold
S′1,0 = min{S1 : G1(S1) ≥ 0}.
Given S¯ items in total, it is optimal to store min{S¯, S′1,0} items at the RL and S¯ −
min{S¯, S′1,0} at the SD.
Proof. If we set β = 0 then Pβ = 0 and hence ∆C
0(S0, S1) = G1(S1). For negative
values of ∆C0(S0, S1), we have C(S0, S1 + 1) < C(S0 + 1, S1), hence storing an extra
item at the RL is cheapest. Likewise, for positive values of ∆C0(S0, S1) storing an
extra item at the SD is cheapest. Since G1(S1) is increasing in S1 we can conclude
that items should be stored at the RL until G1(S1) ≥ 0.
We can specify that for demand rates below a certain level the threshold is zero,
i.e., the optimal policy is to store all stock at the SD.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, if G1(0) > 0 then the threshold is S
′
1,0 = 0. The result follows
by substituting F (1, a1) =
λ1/µ
1+λ1/µ
into Eq. (3.23) and determining for which values
G1(0) > 0.
For general β ≥ 0, the threshold level may depend on the choice of S0, since
∆Cβ(S0, S1) depends on S0. We therefore give an upper bound on the threshold for
S1.
Theorem 3.2. The single RL base stock level S1 for β ≥ 0 has a maximum threshold
value S′1,β given by
S′1,β = min{S1 : ∆Cβ(0, S1) ≥ 0}. (3.24)
Proof. First observe that ∆Cβ(S0, S1) is decreasing in Pβ . Moreover, ∆C
β(S0, S1)
depends only on S0 through Pβ , which decreases in the total stock S0 + S1. Hence,
for given fixed values of S1, ∆C
β(S0, S1) is largest for S0 = 0. The highest possible
value for the threshold on S1 is thus obtained by setting S0 at its smallest possible
level, S0 = 0.
Since ∆Cβ(S0, S1) ≤ ∆C0(S0, S1), we have that S′1,0 ≤ S′1,β . Hence, if we find
that S′1,β = S
′
1,0, then the maximum threshold value from Theorem 3.2 equals the
exact value of threshold.
In the special case h1 = h0, there is no holding cost advantage at the SD, so clearly
no stock should be stored at the SD. This intuitive result also follows from the above
analysis.
Corollary 3.2. For the single RL problem with general β ≥ 0 and h1 = h0, the
optimal policy with S¯ items in total is to store all S¯ items at the RL.
Proof. From Eq. (3.23) it is easily verified that if h1 = h0, then ∆C
β(S0, S1) < 0
for all S1. Hence, an extra item is stored cheapest at the RL. Since this holds for all
items, the optimal division of stock is storing all items at the RL.
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3.3.4 Procedure to Obtain Optimal Base Stock Levels for the
Single Rental Location Problem
The structure results from Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 determine the optimal trade-off be-
tween holding costs at the RL and the shipment and holding costs at the SD. In order
to find the optimal base stock levels, we will also have to take into account the costs
for backorders and lost demand. These structure results and the (quasi)convexity of
C(S0, S1) in S0 and S1 lead to the following numeric procedure for optimizing the
base stock levels.
1. Calculate S′1,0 and S
′
1,β using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
2. Start with the null solution (S0, S1) = (0, 0). While S1 < S
′
1,β , increase S1 by
1. If C(0, S1) > C(0, S1 − 1), then stop and return S∗ = (0, S1 − 1) as optimal
solution. Continue to step 3 if this condition is not met for any S1 ≤ S′1,β ,
3. For each S1 = S
′
1,0, . . . , S
′
1,β , increase S0 by 1 until C(S0, S1) > C(S0 − 1, S1).
For each S1 let the cost-minimizing value of S0 be denoted by S
∗
0 (S1)
4. Compare C(S∗0 (S1), S1) for S1 = S
′
1,0, . . . , S
′
1,β . For the cost-minimizing S1,
return S∗ = (S∗0 (S1), S1) as optimal solution.
The procedure is one-dimensional if S′1,0 = S
′
1,β . In this case, costs C(0, S1) are
evaluated long the S1 axis until the threshold S
′
1,β is hit, and then the costs for
C(S0, S
′
1,β) are evaluated along the S0 axis until costs no longer decrease. If S
′
1,β >
S′1,0 the costs for all solutions above the possible threshold values are evaluated in
order to guarantee finding an optimal solution.
In the remainder, we denote by Ssi the optimal single RL base stock level at RL
i, i = 1, . . . , n found by this procedure.
3.3.5 Optimal Solution for a Decoupled System
Besides the optimal policy for the single rental location problem, we can also specify
the optimal policy of a decoupled system. The decoupled system is defined as the
system with no option of shipments from the support depot, i.e., the situation with
S0 = 0. Rental locations have to deal with their demand independently. In an
experiment in §3.6 we compare the costs of decoupled systems with the costs of
systems with shipments from a support depot.
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Below we will determine the optimal decoupled base stock level Sdi at RL i, i =
1, . . . , n. We start with the steady-state costs Ci(Si) for given base stock levels Si.
Lemma 3.7. For the decoupled system, the steady-state costs Ci(Si) for RL i with








β(Si, ai) + bλiW
β(Si, ai).
Proof. It is easy to see that when S0 = 0, the stock at RL i behaves according











The lost demand and backorder costs are immediate from the blocking and delaying
probabilities Bβ(Si, ai) and W
β(Si, ai).
Now apply marginal analysis on Ci(Si) to determine the cost-minimizing base
stock level.
Lemma 3.8. For the decoupled system, the cost minimizing level Sdi at RL i is
Sdi = max{Si : Ci(Si − 1)− Ci(Si) > 0}.
Proof. Calculate the costs for base stock levels Si− 1 and Si and subtract these from
each other. The cost reduction for adding item Si is












W β(Si − 1, ai)−W β(Si, ai)
)
.
This expression is strictly decreasing in Si and converges to −hi as Si → ∞. It is
profitable to increase Si as long as the cost reduction is positive. We set S
d
i = 0 if
the cost reduction is always negative.
For β = 0 we have W β(Si, ai) = 0 and B
β(Si, ai) = B(Si, ai), so by substituting
this into the expressions for Ci(Si) we can obtain
Sdi = max{Si : µ`F (Si, ai) > hi (1− F (Si, ai))},
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i.e., the loss prevented by having an extra item should exceed its marginal holding
cost.
3.3.6 Upper Bounds on the Optimal Base Stock Policy
Now we state upper bounds on S∗ for the general problem which help to limit the
search for the optimal base stock levels. We give separate bounds for each Si, i =
0, . . . , n,.
An upper bound for S∗i of RL i follows from the optimal solution S
s
i of the single
RL problem.
Lemma 3.9. In the general problem, the optimal base stock level S∗i of RL i has
upper bound Ssi .
Proof. Suppose on the one hand that, in the procedure of §3.3.4, the single RL optimal




i ) > 0. Then by Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 items
beyond Ssi are cheapest stored at the SD. In addition to this cheaper storage, storing
at the SD leads to reduced backorder and lost demand costs at the other RLs. Hence,
in this case it cannot not be profitable to set S∗i > S
s
i . Suppose on the other hand








i , i.e., the optimal
single RL base stock level equals the decoupled solution. It cannot be profitable to
store S∗i > S
d
i items at RL i if S0 > 0, because the shipment option always leads to
reductions in costs at the RL since ` ≥ b+ c. Hence, Ssi must be an upper bound on
S∗i .
The idea for the upper bound for S∗0 is to let the SD deal with all the demand in
the system. We set Si = 0 at all RLs and then store at the SD the number of items
that leads to minimal costs. In case β = 0 the bound is straightforward.
Lemma 3.10. For the β = 0 case, an upper bound for S∗0 is given by
Su0 = max{S0 : µ(`− c)F (S0, a0) > h0 (1− F (Si, ai))}.
Proof. When Si = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n then the SD has arrival rate λ0 =
∑
i λi. With
base stock level S0 at the SD the on-hand stock behaves according to an M/M/S0/S0
queue. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8 we can calculate the marginal costs and
arrive at an optimum.
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For β > 0 the system does not reduce to a simple queue. In principle, we can
obtain an upper bound by solving the exact formulation for different values of S0 and
picking the cost-minimizing S0. However, this approach is intractable for large n. For
the approximate formulation in §3.4 we provide a bound on S∗0 that can efficiently be
calculated for β > 0.
3.4 Approximate Formulation Using Queueing
Models
Calculating the costs with the exact formulation is intractable for systems with many
rental locations due to the curse of dimensionality. We therefore formulate an eas-
ily calculated approximation for costs based on the approach of Kranenburg & Van
Houtum (2009) by decoupling the system into separate queueing models. Such decou-
pling approaches have been successfully applied in other multi-location systems with
base stock inventory policies, for instance in Axsa¨ter (1990a), Alfredsson & Verrijdt
(1999), and Kukreja et al. (2001).
The system is decoupled into n+ 1 queues. The n RLs are modeled as M/M/s/s
queues with s = Si. The blocked customers in these queues are redirected towards
the SD from which they receive an item through shipment. The SD is modeled as an
M/M/s/K queue with s = S0 and K = S0 + nβ. Arriving customers wait in queue
when the SD has no available items and are rejected when there are K customers in
the system.
Contrary to the exact model, the approximate model does not have a maximum
backorder level β per RL, but instead a maximum backorder level nβ for the system
as a whole. With sufficiently high backorder and lost demand costs, the approximate
formulation is close to the exact model because the chance of encountering backorders
is negligible. However, the approximate formulation appears to perform quite well in
general, since the experiments in §3.6.1 show that generally optimal or near-optimal
base stock levels are found.
The arrival rate λ0 for the M/M/s/K queue of the SD is given by the total demand






As before, Bnβ(S0, a0) = P (x0 = −nβ) denotes the blocking probability of the SD
and Wnβ(S0, a0) = P (−nβ < x0 ≤ 0) the probability that arriving customers are
delayed.
Expressions for the steady-state costs of the approximate formulation can be de-
rived using the blocking and delaying probabilities. The SD receives λ0 shipment







The average on-hand stock at an RL follows from the difference between the number
of servers and the carried load on those servers. By Eq. (3.7), the holding costs for
















The backorder costs are
b˜(S) = bλ0W
nβ(S0, a0), (3.28)
and the lost demand costs
˜`(S) = `λ0B
nβ(S0, a0). (3.29)
Finally, the costs of this approximate formulation are




We will use C˜(S) to approximate C(S).
For the special case S0 = 0 without stock at the SD, we can use the decoupled
solution from §3.3.5.
3.4.1 Bounds for the Approximate Formulation
For bounds on S∗0 for the approximate formulation we apply the same ideas as in
§3.3.6. Again we set Si = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n and let the SD deal with all demand.
Since the SD is an M/M/s/K queue with s = S0 and K = S0 + nβ, we obtain the
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following bound.













Wnβ(S0 − 1, a0)−Wnβ(S0, a0)
)
> h0}.
Proof. Analogous to Lemma 3.8, calculate the marginal costs C˜(S0 − 1, 0, . . . , 0) −
C˜(S0, 0, . . . , 0) to arrive at the above expression. It can be shown that the left-hand
side of the inequality is strictly decreasing in S0, hence the highest value of S0 for
which the inequality holds gives the bound.
For the bounds on the optimal S∗i of the approximate formulation we propose to
use the bounds Ssi from Lemma 3.9. The bounds S
s
i do not necessarily bound the
optimal base stock levels for the approximate formulation, because they are based
on a different model. However, because the goal of the approximate formulation is
to find near-optimal base stock levels for the exact formulation, we prefer to search
between the bounds of the exact formulation where they are available.
3.5 Greedy Algorithm for Optimizing Base Stock
Levels
Since complete enumeration of all possible base stock levels is time-consuming, we
develop an algorithm for efficiently finding optimal base stock levels. In single-echelon
spare parts systems, greedily increasing the base stock level of the location with the
largest cost decrease provides the optimal base stock levels, provided the problem
is item separable and backorder costs are convex (Basten & Van Houtum, 2014).
However, this separability does not hold for our rental system. Increasing the base
stock level at the SD leads to a decrease in the number of backorders and lost demands
at all RLs in the system. Therefore it may be profitable to decrease stock at the RLs
after increasing the stock at the SD.
For the approximate formulation from §3.4 we show in §3.5.1 that for a fixed base
stock level S0 at the SD, greedy improvement steps yield the optimal base stock levels
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S∗i (S0),i = 1, . . . , n at the RLs. This property is also quite common when optimizing
base stock policies in two-echelon systems (see, e.g., Axsa¨ter, 1990b). In §3.5.2 we
conjecture that this property also holds for the exact formulation.
In numerical experiments we observed that the costs C(S0, S
∗
i (S0)) are not convex
in S0. The idea for the algorithm is therefore to calculate the cost-minimizing base
stock levels S∗i (S0) for all values of S0 between certain bounds. These solutions are
compared with each other to determine the global cost-minimizing base stock levels.
We use the bound Ssi of the RLs as initial solution and move smartly between the
solutions of subsequent values of S0 to reduce the computational effort. The procedure
is as follows.
1. Initialization. Set as initial solution S0 = 1 and Si(1) = S
s
i for i = 1, . . . , n.
2. Improvement step. Repeatedly, reduce by one the base stock level of RL i for
which the largest cost decrease can be obtained. Stop when costs no longer
decrease. This yields base stock levels S∗i (S0).




i (S0), i.e., at the optimal
base stock levels from the previous iteration. Carry out the improvement step
on Si(S
′





4. Repeat the iteration step until S0 reaches its upper bound S
u
0 .
5. Compare the best found solution with the decoupled solution S0 = 0, Si = S
d
i .
The reason not to start the initialization step with the decoupled solution S0 =
0, Si = S
d
i is that S
s
i ≤ Sdi , so fewer improvement steps are required in total when
starting at Ssi . We give the greedy rule for determining the RL with the largest cost
decrease in §3.5.1 and we prove for the β = 0 case that subsequent iterations can be
continued with the optimal stock levels from a previous iteration.
By combining the upper bounds Su0 and S
s
i with a greedy selection rule, the




i + 1) times, which is linear in the
number of locations. By using the costs of the approximate formulation, the algorithm
efficiently obtains optimal base stock levels. For the exact formulation the algorithm
has limited applicability because exact costs cannot be calculated efficiently in large
instances. By determining the costs for every value of S0 a global minimum can
be found. However, computation time can be reduced by terminating the algorithm
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if several consecutive iteration steps yield no cost decrease. Numerical experiments
indicate that typically no optimal solutions are missed when terminating the algorithm
after three iteration steps without a cost decrease.
3.5.1 Optimality of the Greedy Algorithm for the
Approximate Formulation
Now we will provide several properties of our greedy algorithm for the approximate
formulation. First, in order to show that for given S0 greedy improvements lead to
the optimal base stock levels S∗i (S0), we provide the rule for selecting the optimal RL
to remove an item from.
Lemma 3.12. Let S = (S0, S1, . . . , Sn) be the current base stock policy. Suppose
one item must be removed from one of the RLs with Si ≥ 1. Under the approximate
formulation, the largest cost reduction is achieved by removing this item from RL i
that has the smallest value for F (Si, ai).
Proof. Suppose we move from base stock policy S to S−ei by reducing the base stock
level of RL i with Si ≥ 1 by 1. The new demand rate for shipments from the SD is
given by λ0 + δi with
δi = λi
(
B(Si − 1, ai)−B(Si, ai)
)
= µF (Si, ai) > 0.
Now calculate the cost difference C˜(S − ei)− C˜(S) using (3.30). Letting
Dnβ(S0, a0) = B
nβ(S0, a0) +W
nβ(S0, a0),
we get by subtracting and rearranging terms
C˜(S − ei)− C˜(S) =
(






































increase strictly in δi (with a
higher arrival rate, more customers are blocked and delayed). Since all coefficients for
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terms including δi are positive, the cost difference increases strictly in δi. The more
negative this cost difference, the larger the reduction in costs. Hence, the largest
cost reduction is attained by removing stock from the RL with the smallest δi, or
equivalently F (Si, ai) since µ is a constant.
Note that with low base stock levels the cost difference may be positive, since the
reduction in holding costs for removing an item may be too small to compensate for
increased lost demand, backorder, and shipment costs. However, if for some fixed S0,
we start at the upper bounds Ssi , i = 1, . . . , n, then greedily subtracting items from
the RL with the smallest F (Si, ai) until costs no longer decrease yields the optimal
base stock levels S∗i (S0).
As F (Si, ai) depends only on the local base stock level Si, the optimal sequence of
subtracting items from the RLs remains unchanged when S0 changes. What remains
to be proven is that the iteration for S0 + 1 can be continued with the previously
found base stock levels S∗i (S0). Hence, we want to show that S
∗
i (S0 + 1) ≤ S∗i (S0),
i.e., the optimal base stock levels at an RL are decreasing in S0. For the β = 0 case
we will now show this.
Lemma 3.13. The optimal base stock levels for the approximate formulation with
β = 0 satisfy S∗i (S0 + 1) ≤ S∗i (S0).
Proof. We will prove this by showing that C˜(S − ei)− C˜(S) is a decreasing function
of S0. For β = 0 we find









+ cδi − hi + (hi − h0)δi
µ
.
This function depends on S0 only through
(λ0 + δi)B(S0, a0 +
δi
µ
)− λ0B(S0, a0), (3.31)
which is strictly positive since λ0B(S0, a0) is convex and increasing in λ0 for a fixed
µ.
For fixed λ0, (3.31) equals δi for S0 = 0 and converges to 0 as S0 →∞. Moreover,
(3.31) decreases in S0 because λ0B(S0, a0) is convex and decreasing in S0. Therefore,
we can conclude that C˜(S − ei) − C˜(S) decreases in S0. This implies that the cost
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reduction for removing an item from an RL becomes larger as S0 increases. Hence, if it
is cost-efficient to remove an item from RL i at base stock level S0, then it is certainly
cost-efficient at base stock level S0 + 1. It follows that S
∗
i (S0 + 1) ≤ S∗i (S0).
Our greedy algorithm is thus guaranteed to lead to an optimal solution for the
approximate formulation in the β = 0 case.
For β > 0, we observed various instances where C˜(S − ei) − C˜(S) increases on
small intervals. However, since it is mostly decreasing, we conjecture that the property
S∗i (S0 + 1) ≤ S∗i (S0) also holds for the β > 0 case. We have checked whether this
property holds in thousands of randomly generated instances and were unable to find
counter examples. Hence, we conjecture that the algorithm also leads to an optimal
solution for the β > 0 case.
3.5.2 Greedy Algorithm for the Exact Formulation
We conjecture that a greedy algorithm is optimal too for the exact formulation. We are
unable to find counter examples where greedily reducing stock from the location with
the largest cost decrease leads to suboptimal solutions. In general, it is not optimal to
select RLs according to F (Si, ai) in the exact formulation, however, simulation results
indicate that this selection rule is an effective heuristic. In an experiment with 1000
scenarios of randomly generated cost parameters and demand rates, the selection rule
yields the same solution as complete enumeration in 998 scenarios. This selection rule
leads to significant savings in computation times, since the exact costs do not have
to be evaluated for all possible base stock policies with one item less.
3.6 Experimental Results
In this section we carry out several experiments. First, we determine the quality of the
approximate formulation from §3.4. We compare the difference in optimal solutions
for the exact and approximate formulation in a set of experiments. Moreover, we
evaluate under which conditions the rental system with shipments from a support
depot is cost-effective by comparing its costs with the costs of a decoupled system
in various circumstances. Finally, we carry out sensitivity analysis on the demand
parameters to see how to adapt optimal base stock levels under changing demand
rates.
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3.6.1 Quality of Optimal Base Stock Policies for the
Approximate Formulation
Now we deal with the difference between the optimal base stock policies for the exact
and approximate formulation. For systems with n = 2, . . . , 6 RLs, we determine a
cost-minimizing base stock policy for both formulations and calculate the cost differ-
ence by means of the exact formulation.
For each value of n, 1000 random scenarios are generated with parameters uni-
formly distributed in the ranges as specified in Table 3.1. Without loss of generality
we set holding cost h = 1. The demand parameters λi, i = 1, . . . , n are uniform
U(l, l+ r) distributed with random lower level l and random range r. This modeling
choice yields a varied range of demand parameters throughout the scenarios, includ-
ing situations where all RLs have almost the same demand rate in case r is small. To
ensure that ` ≥ b + c and b ≥ c, the minimum value for ` is b + c and the minimum
value for b is c. The maximum backorder level β takes on values 0, 1, and 2 with
probability 13 each.
Table 3.1: Experimental design. Parameters are uniformly distributed between the








` b+ c 20
Table 3.2 shows the number of times the greedy algorithm combined with the ap-
proximate formulation leads to an optimal solution, as well as the average, conditional,
and maximum percentage deviations from the optimal costs of the exact formulation.
In over 80% of the scenarios an optimal solution is found. The average deviations
are below 0.2% for any value of n. As n increases, an optimal solution is found less
often, but at the same time the average deviations decrease. For a high number of
RLs there are typically many near-optimal solutions, hence suboptimal solutions are
likely to be found but will be closer to the optimum than with a low number of RLs.
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The conditional deviation gives the average deviation for the scenarios in which the
optimal solution is not found. This conditional deviation is typically below 1% and
it decreases in n. The maximum deviation encountered across all 5000 instances is
reasonably small with 4.71%.
Table 3.2: Comparison of optimal base stock policies for the exact and approximate
formulation in 1000 experiments for each value of n.
optimum average conditional maximum
n found (%) deviation (%) deviation (%) deviation (%)
2 88.30 0.13 1.13 4.70
3 85.80 0.11 0.80 3.48
4 87.30 0.08 0.66 3.53
5 82.80 0.09 0.53 4.71
6 84.10 0.08 0.48 2.31
Table 3.3 shows in more detail the deviations from Table 3.2 in terms of the
maximum backorder level β. The deviations show roughly the same patterns for each
value of β. The approximate formulation thus performs satisfactory with and without
partial backordering. Since the approximate formulation performs satisfactory in
random experiments, it is likely to also perform satisfactory in realistic instances.
Table 3.3: Average percentage cost deviations split up by backorder level β.
average conditional maximum
deviation (%) deviation (%) deviation (%)
n β=0 β=1 β=2 β=0 β=1 β=2 β=0 β=1 β=2
2 0.17 0.12 0.11 1.20 1.11 1.06 4.70 4.50 3.12
3 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.77 0.86 0.74 3.48 2.81 2.33
4 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.48 0.73 0.83 2.05 3.53 2.85
5 0.07 0.12 0.08 0.45 0.55 0.62 2.50 4.71 1.95
6 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.38 0.58 0.48 2.31 2.25 1.64
3.6.2 Value of Shipments from a Support Depot
Now we study the value of introducing shipments from an SD in rental systems.
Therefore we compare its costs with the costs of the decoupled system where each
RL independently meets its demand. We base the costs and optimal base stock
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policy on the approximate formulation, since the experiments from §3.6.1 indicate
this formulation has satisfactory performance. In addition this allows us to consider
instances with a large number of RLs.
In the experiment there are n = 1, . . . , 100 identical RLs with demand rates λi ≡ λ.
We use a full factorial design where we let the number of RLs, the demand rates, and
the holding costs vary. The demand rates take on values 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 2.0 so that the
experiment includes low, medium and high demand situations. The holding cost at
the SD take on values h0 = 0.01, 0.5, 1. The situation with h0 = 1 is included to
observe the pooling effect at the SD. The other parameters are set at β = 1, µ =
0.5, c = 5, b = 10, ` = 20, and h = 1. For each instance in the full factorial design we
calculate the costs of the optimal base stock levels for the system with an SD and the
decoupled system. Figure 3.3 shows the resulting percentage cost reductions for all
instances.




















Figure 3.3: Percentage cost reduction for using a system with shipments from a
support depot instead of a decoupled system. Here, the scenarios for holding costs
and number of locations are grouped by demand rate.
From Figure 3.3 various effects can be seen. For each value of λ and h0 the benefit
of the SD increases with the number of RLs n. This gain is due to the well-known
stock pooling effect as well as the reduction in holding costs at the SD. By comparing
the different lines for holding costs for each value of λ, we can see which part is due
to stock pooling and which part due to reduction in holding costs. For h0 = 1 there is
no reduction in holding costs, so these lines measure the pure stock pooling effect. By
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comparing the difference between the lines for h0 = 0.5 and h0 = 1 we gain insight in
the reduction in holding costs. This difference seems to be largest for low values of λ
and low values of n. When holding stock at the SD is almost free, i.e., h0 = 0.01, the
benefit is almost constant in n. Since purchase costs are not considered, it is possible
to place enough stock at the SD to prevent all backorders and lost demand in the
system. Hence, there is a constant cost gain per RL. The line for h0 = 0.01 gives the
maximum possible benefit of having an SD. This maximum is largest for λ = 0.05 and
seems to be mostly decreasing in λ. Though not visible from the graph, this decrease
is not monotonic due to jumps in the optimal base stock levels at certain values of λ.
The stock pooling effect is easily explained. By sharing stock in the SD, it is
possible to prevent more backorders and lost demand for any given total amount of
stock in the system. Contrary to other inventory models with stock pooling, the
total stock may actually be higher in an SD system than in a decoupled system. For
example, in the decoupled system, the stock at each RL can be zero if the individual
demand rates are low. In the SD system backorder and lost demand costs can be
reduced considerably by holding stock at the SD for the combined individual demand.
The low holding costs at the SD provide an additional incentive to increase the total
stock. Overall, the SD seems relatively most valuable in situations with low demand
rates and many RLs.
The above is an example for a selection of parameters, but it is also important
to consider changes in the other parameters. The total cost decrease depends highly
on the differences between c, b and `. For example, if the shipment costs change to
c = 0, the cost decreases are between 50% and 95% for almost any value of λ and any
h0 < h. Then all stock is stored at the SD in order to get the lowest possible holding
costs. With shipment costs almost equal to the backorder costs, i.e., by setting c = 9
in our experiment, the cost decrease is typically below 10% and often the decoupled
solution is optimal. With expensive shipments, stock is preferably stored at the RLs.
Evidently, an SD is most valuable if shipment costs are significantly lower than the
backorder and lost demand costs.
3.6.3 Sensitivity Analysis on the Demand Parameter
We carry out a sensitivity analysis on the demand parameters in order to gain practical
insights about the optimal division of stock between an SD and the RLs. In an
example, we let the demand rates at the RLs decrease over time and evaluate how
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the base stock policy of the system changes as demand decreases. Then we discuss
some general insights. We use the approximate formulation to determine the base
stock levels.




with λ¯i the initial demand rate at time 0. For popular rental items such as books,
demand over time often has features reminiscent of such an exponential function. A
new book title is demanded often, but during the first few years demand declines
quickly because interested customers have already read the book. In later years the
demand decreases at a slower rate, but eventually fades out in most cases. Exponen-
tial functions are commonly used for modeling time-varying demand in deteriorating
inventory models (Goyal & Giri, 2001).
We consider n = 3 non-identical RLs, with initial demand rates λ¯1 = 1.5, λ¯2 =
1.0, λ¯3 = 0.5 and return rate µ = 0.5. The rate of demand decrease is set α = 0.02
and in this example we consider no backordering, i.e., β = 0. The cost parameters are
h = 1, h0 = 0.5, c = 5, and ` = 10. Figure 3.4 depicts the optimal base stock levels
S1, S2, and S3 at the RLs, the base stock level S0 at the SD, and the total system
stock as a function of time.
The figure provides several insights. First and foremost, we see that S1, S2, and
S3 at the RLs are monotonically decreasing over time. The same holds for the total
stock in the system,
∑n
i=1 Si. Only the stock at the SD, S0, has a non-monotonic
pattern. The two upward jumps in the base stock level of the SD coincide with
downward jumps of base stock levels at the RLs. At these moments, items at the RLs
are relocated to the SD. Starting from time 120, stock is no longer offered from the
RLs, but one item remains at the SD. At time 170, even this last item in the system
is removed. Due to the low demand rates it is too costly to keep stock on the shelf
at the SD.
The example is representative for the observations in other configurations. Both
the total stock and the local base stock levels decrease monotonically as the demand
rates decrease. With high demand rates, the stock in the system is predominantly
placed at the RLs. Stock at the RLs is in such high demand that shipments from
the SD are too expensive. A small amount of stock is pooled at the SD to facilitate
the shipment option for dealing with backorders. With low demand rates, the SD


























































Figure 3.4: Optimal base stock levels as a function of time for three non-identical
rental locations with decreasing demand rates.
holds most stock. In this situation the system stock can be reduced considerably and
better utilized through pooling at the SD. The reduction in holding and backorder
costs from pooling the stock outweighs the resulting shipment costs.
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3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we optimize base stock levels for rental systems with shipments from
a low-cost support depot with partial backordering. For small instances, the exact
costs for a given base stock level are determined using the steady-state distribution of
a Markov chain. For large instances, the costs are approximated by decomposing the
problem into separate queueing models. By specifically assuming that holding costs
at the support depot are lower than at the rental locations, analytical bounds on the
local base stock levels can be obtained from the decomposition with a single rental lo-
cation and a single support depot. For the general problem several additional bounds
are provided. These bounds help to formulate an efficient algorithmic procedure for
optimizing the base stock levels in the system. Combining the algorithm with the
approximated costs yields near-optimal base stock levels.
The system with a support depot is compared to a system with decoupled rental
locations. The addition of a support depot has a significant stock-pooling effect and a
holding cost effect. The pooling effect is most significant when shipment costs are low,
demand rates low, and the number of rental locations high. The optimal base stock
levels are investigated in a sensitivity analysis on the demand parameters. As demand
decreases, the system makes a transition from a situation with stock predominantly
at the rental locations to a situation with stock predominantly at the support depot.
Late in the life cycle it suffices to have a limited number of items at the support
depot and ultimately these items are disposed of. By storing at the support depot
with low demand rates, the remaining stock in the system is better utilized and the
rental locations free up capacity for new products.
Several research avenues can be considered for future work. The approach using
the single rental location and single support depot decomposition likely applies to
other settings as well. For these settings we may obtain bounds that can improve
current heuristics and optimization algorithms. In addition, the model could be ex-
tended with lateral transshipments between rental locations in addition to shipments
from the support depot. It is of interest to find optimal base stock levels as well
as optimal transshipment decisions for this situation and to see under which cost
structures support depots do and do not have added value.
